
CHID110 / The Problem of Imagination 

DISCUSSION REPORT 
 

Introduction 
Whole class discussions are excellent for grappling with key themes and engaging with the text as it relates to 

course narrative, but they struggle to accommodate exploration of small details and extrapolation in personal 

directions. Smaller group discussions outside of the social context of the classroom and its dynamics can 

address this limitation. Once in the quarter your Working Group will be assigned a week in the schedule and 

hold an out-of-class discussion together on a reading in that week. This discussion will be written up in a report 

and submitted for credit. These reports are documents of the real work and purpose of the assignment, which is 

to practice having a sustained intellectual discussion about a difficult text with your colleagues. These are 

opportunities to explore and critique the course materials and ideas, and to reflect on the process of reading in a 

new way.  

 

Details 
Here are the steps to creating your discussion report for the class. Please follow these directions carefully! 

 

1. Contact your Working Group about a time to meet up for your discussion. 

2. Plan for a space conducive to focused, undistracted discussion. Avoid coffee shops and noisy places. My 

suggestion is to check out a study room in Suzzallo Library, or commandeer an empty classroom in a 

building with air conditioning.  

3. Read the text carefully before the meeting, marking key passages you think are worth spending time on 

together. Also jot down questions or themes that occur to you.  

4. Meet to discuss the text. Everyone should take notes, especially when others are sharing a key insight or 

question.  

5. Discuss the material for at least an hour, letting the conversation develop, branching out into 

connections beyond the text, circling back to close interpretation of the argument, and so on.  

6. Designate an editor (perhaps the most seasoned writer among you) - someone whose job it will be 

assemble and polish up the report. Everyone else will be reporters, writing up a some paragraphs of 

commentary on the moments in the discussion that they individually thought were interesting or 

significant. 

7. Reporters send the writing to the editor who will assemble them into a report, adding writing for 

coherence (transitions, framing comments) and proofing.  

8. Time permitting, share the final document with the group for collective proofing and edits. 

9. Email the document to schenold@uw.edu by the end of the week assigned, making sure the names of 

your group are on the document. 


